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Food, Fun, & Fellowship:  

The Use of Advertising to Establish a Tradition of Coca-Cola 

and Social Situations 
Teacher’s Summer Institute 2010 

Mr. Dominic Grenaldo 

Subject 

Area/Course 

Technical Communications II  

Week 17 (Day 126)   APX 

Specifically designed for the Career & Technical School environment 

Investigative 

Question 

How has Coca-Cola advertising influenced generations of Americans to 

enjoy the product within social situations?  

PA Teaching 

Standards 

History 

 

8.2.12.A:   Evaluate the role groups and individuals from Pennsylvania played 

in the social, political, cultural, and economic development of the US and the 

world. 

Career Education 

13.1.11.A:   Relate careers to individual interests, abilities, and aptitudes. 

13.1.11.F:   Analyze the relationship between career choices and career 

preparation opportunities, such as, but not limited to (in response to the fields of 

transportation and marketing): 

 Associate degree                                                  

 Certificate/licensure  

 Entrepreneurship  

 Immediate part/full time employment  

 Industry training  

 Tech Prep  
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Objectives The students will: 

1. Analyze the history of Coca-Cola using the materials provided through the 

Library of Congress’s website (see selected links under MATERIALS 

section) 

2. Investigate the historical significance in advertising Coca-Cola with 

emphasis placed upon the use the Coca-Cola advertising and the mobility 

factor (ie Coca-Cola ads for travelers, vacationers, drivers, and 

transportation) 

3. Prepare for a personal oral history project by reviewing the sources and 

examples set forth by the Library of Congress and contained within the 

handouts and related website. 

4. Relate the historical use of transportation and / or advertising to their 

chosen shop field and record the opinions within their SITWOW! Journal 

5. Relate the historical use of transportation and / or advertising to 

themselves as a citizen of the United States of America 

Duration One class period (apx time 56 minutes) 

Flux time accessible due to changes in school schedule, student availability, 

formulaic assessment testing, and other such changes 

Materials Coca-Cola primary sources from the Library of Congress 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/indsthst.html 

excerpts for “History of Coca-Cola In America” 

Library of Congress. http://www.loc.gov (accessed July 15, 2010). 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/colahist.html 

excerpts for “Advertising of Coca-Cola in America” 

Library of Congress. http://www.loc.gov (accessed July 15, 2010). 

 

Additional  Resources to Complete this APL. 

 

http://www.indiana.edu/~cshm/informed_consent.pdf 

http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/indsthst.html
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/colahist.html
http://www.indiana.edu/~cshm/informed_consent.pdf
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for “Informed Consent Form” 

Center for the Study of History and Memory. http://www.indiana.edu (accessed July 15, 

2010). 

http://www.indiana.edu/~cshm/oral_history_techniques.pdf 

for “Oral History Techniques” 

Center for the Study of History and Memory. http://www.indiana.edu (accessed July 15, 

2010). 

Inquiry-

Based 

Learning 

Inquiry-Based Learning: “I will use an Inquiry-Based Learning Model (IBLM) with 

the following components in order to all the students to play out their Oral 

Histories and have the Oral Histories reviewed prior to the interview process:” 

(See Attached Example).  

 

http://workforce.calu.edu/roberts_n/TPSSummerInst/2010/1G-

IBLM-SI2010%28graphics%29.pdf 

for “Inquiry-Based Learning: Pink Circle Graph” 

Cal U TPS Summer Institute Blog. 

http://loctps.wordpress.com/ (accessed July 15, 2010). 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Questioning – The teacher will ask the students questions about origins of 

carbonated soda beverages. 

Researching – The teacher will allow the students to break into their Alpha 
Groups and using the laptops along with paper copies (Red Folders), answer the 
questions regarding the founding of Coca-Cola 
 

Discussing – The teacher will lead the class in discussion about what the 
students found during research. 

http://www.indiana.edu/~cshm/oral_history_techniques.pdf
http://workforce.calu.edu/roberts_n/TPSSummerInst/2010/1G-IBLM-SI2010%28graphics%29.pdf
http://workforce.calu.edu/roberts_n/TPSSummerInst/2010/1G-IBLM-SI2010%28graphics%29.pdf
http://loctps.wordpress.com/
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Creating – Students will create their own self starting conversation within 
their groups as a means to begin a social review of beverages and social 
situations.  

Reflecting – The students will reflect on the group project by pairing up in 
their groups and reviewing and reflecting upon the answers found and shared 
experiences relating to social situations and the use or presence of beverages. 

Assessment – The students will be assessed by turning in their self corrected 

assessment sheets covered during the Researching and corrected during the 

Discussion, and add a Reflection to the sheet prior to handing it in at the 

conclusion of the class.   

Description 

of 

Procedures 

This section comprises the bulk of the APL. It is in this section that you 

identify the steps that you go through to carry out the oral history project.  

The overall goal of this assignment is to move into a higher form of 

reflection that matches the expectations of the students during the third nine 

weeks grading period of their Senior year.  In order to best understand the need 

and goals of this assignment, it is important to outline the previous forms of 

reflection that were covered within the course.  Within the course for Technical 

Communications II, the students begin their final months within the school with 

a sense of both reflection and trepidation.  Using these feelings and the 

established SAS curriculum our goal as the program instructors is to allow the 

students to express their thoughts, feelings, opinions, beliefs, and goals through 

various forms of writing assessments and activities.  Newspaper Journals, 

Musical Reflections, Video Assessments and other items are used to allow the 

students the format to express themselves and still allow the instructors to 

assess the students and to follow the SAS.   

The goal of this project is to illustrate the shared history of the beverage 
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industry, of which many students within the bakery, culinary, or marketing 

shops might enter.  This cross curriculum activity also allows the students to 

work in groups and to allow the students to express, through reflection, the 

chance to express themselves.   

The BIG IDEA for the lesson is “How social situations and 

food/beverage interact”.  This is relevant in that all students are interested in 

both social situations and food or beverage and many students are involved in 

either the culinary, bakery, or marketing field.  Many other students work 

within the industry.  Thus the vast majority of the students have a personal 

connection with the topics and can use their personal experiences to help 

complete the project. 

The oral history portion of the project will be a personal interview with 

another student about an experience that they had that involved food and / or 

beverages.  This shared experience will be a great intro into the art of oral 

histories and their need, use, and application.  Individual questions that are 

posed within the class in order to aid the students in reviewing their materials 

are as follows: “How have the citizens of southwestern Pennsylvania region 

been influenced by the combination of Coca-Cola advertising and tradition”; 

“What memories do people in southwestern, PA have in relation to Coca-

Cola?”; What memories do people in southwestern, PA have in relation to the 

beverage industry?” 

These questions are designed to engage the students in discussion both led 
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by the instructors as well as led by the students themselves.  Allowing the 

students to explore the question and reflect in a team environment helps to 

insulate those students who need a group setting to participate in this lesson and 

allows those that crave the leadership role to lead their teams with both their 

work and their response.  As these questions are similar to the type of questions 

that are asked for reflective and directed journal enteries that are traditionally 

part of the course, it allows the students to adapt easily to the new questions and 

the team environment is also of traditional design to allow the students to 

succeed by cutting down the distractions that might be caused by the “special 

lesson” tag.   

Assessment (1) connection of oral history project to class learning;                                           

(Completed using the loc.gov websites and related worksheets as a means to 

introduce the personal oral history concept) 

 

(2) conducting background research using Coca-Cola primary sources;  

(Completed using the loc.gov websites as mentioned in the materials section above)  

 

(3) development of a particular topic/theme via an investigative question 

and interview guide;                                                                                                                  

(Completed using the SAS website to link standards to the assignment as well as the 

materials within the loc.gov website as well as related oral history guide) 

 

(4) participant selection criteria;                                                                             

(Completed when the students complete, correct, and confer on the loc.gov sources 

using the worksheets as well as the oral history guide)   

 

(5) student reflection.                                                                                                        

(Completed by having the students reflect on the lesson, the Coca-Cola ads, and the 

upcoming Oral History project within  their SITWOW! Journals) 
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NAME _________________________________       DATE _________________________   PERIOD _______________________ 

ALPHA GROUP NAME ______________________________________        ASSIGNMENT DUE DATE ______________ 

 

ASK =  

INVESTIGATE =  

CREATE =  

DISCUSS =  

REFLECT =  
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Original 

Documents 

Created 

Specifically For  

Coca-Cola / LOC  

APL 
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Beverage Industry: Celebrating 50 Years of Service Name_____________ 

The LOC Resource #1     Date______________ 

“Food & Friendship: Oral History”                Period_____________   Team _____________ 

 

Directions:   Read the article from the LOC about “Beverage Industry: Celebrating 50 Years of Service” 

and complete the questions.  Begin thinking about the role that food and drink are 

intertwined within American life with an emphasis on the role that Coca-Cola as an 

advertising source plays in driving the need for consumption as a means of happiness.   

 

1. Where was the article originally published?  Cite using MLA 
a.  

2. Based on the section detailing the period of time post WWII until “The Fabulous 
50’s”; write down five challenges that the beverage industry faced and detail how 
they impacted or overcame these challenges.   

a. 1._________________________________________________ 
b. 2._________________________________________________ 
c. 3._________________________________________________ 
d. 4._________________________________________________ 
e. 5._________________________________________________ 

3. In the “Swingin’ ‘60’s” section, write a paragraph that summarizes the overall state of 
the beverage industry. 

a. _________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
____ 
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4. In the “Sipping’ 70’s” section, write a paragraph that summarizes the overall state of 
the beverage industry that mentions three specifics. 

a. _________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 

5. Complete the chart according to the information presented within the section 
“Energetic ‘80’s”.  The chart is based on 1980 level of consumption.  Place your 
answers within the (_____) 

 

MIL (__________) MARKET 

BRAND  (_________) SHARE 

Coca-Cola  1,425 24.3% 

Pepsi-Cola (_________) 18.0% 

Dr Pepper 323  (________) 

Seven-Up 317 5.4% 

(________)  188  3.2% 

Sprite (______) 2.9% 

Mountain Dew 169  (_________) 

(____________) 163  2.8% 

Diet Pepsi 154  2.6% 

(__________________)  69.1 1.2% 

Total  (____________)  68.8% 
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6. The “New Age ‘90s” has many industry changes.  List four changes. 
a. _________________________________________ 
b. _________________________________________ 
c. _________________________________________ 
d. _________________________________________ 
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Highlights in the History of Coca-Cola Television Advertising   Name_____________ 

The LOC Resource #2     Date______________ 

“Food & Friendship: Oral History”             Period__________Team _____________ 

Directions:   Read the article from the LOC about “Highlights in the History of Coca-Cola Television 

Advertising” and complete the questions.  Continue thinking about the role that food and drink 

are intertwined within American life with an emphasis on the role that Coca-Cola as an 

advertising source plays in driving the need for consumption as a means of happiness.   

 

7. Cite the website as a source?  Cite using MLA 
a.  

8. There are eight different sections within this resource.  List all eight sections and then 
choose one of which to summarize for #9 

a. 1.______________________________________ 
b. 2.______________________________________ 
c. 3.______________________________________ 
d. 4.______________________________________ 
e. 5.______________________________________ 
f. 6.______________________________________ 
g. 7.______________________________________ 
h. 8.______________________________________ 
 

9. Write a paragraph that summarizes a section of your choice. 
a. Section Title ________________________________________ 
b. _________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 
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10. Choose two of the highlighted ads within the source.  Write out the source in MLA 
form and then explain, using three details from the ad to explain why people from 
that time period (or today) would buy Coca-Cola.  Personal Opinions welcomed but 
SA (School Appropriate) is in effect.   

Ad #1 

Cited Source  

Detail 1 

Detail 2  

Detail 3 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Ad #2 

Cited Source  

Detail 1 

Detail 2  

Detail 3 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 
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NAME _______________________ DATE _________________________   PERIOD ____________________ 

ALPHA GROUP NAME _____________________        ASSIGNMENT DUE DATE ______________ 

Oral History 

Interview Guide / How Am I Going to Do This? 

1. Before you get to the interview, have a list of topics in mind.  You do not have to have specific 
questions although you should be aware of the BIG QUESTION: 

1. Tell us about an experience that you had that involved food and / drink.   

  

2. Plan the topic and form of your first substantial question after the "settling down" phase. Ask a 
question that will prompt a long answer. 

1. ______________________________________________ 

 

3. Ask easy questions first, such as brief biographical queries.  
1. Name of Subject ________________________________ 
2. Age of Subject __________________________________ 
3. Where do they live ______________________________ 
4. What is the title of your story_______________________ 

 

4. Ask questions one at a time.  

 

5. Allow silence to work for you since you are a patient person. 

 

6. Be a good listener, using body language such as looking at the interviewee, nodding, and smiling to 
encourage and give the message, "I am interested in you" instead of “this is so bad”. 

 

7. If necessary, use verbal encouragement such as "This is wonderful information!" or "Wow!" or “No 
way…what happened next?” 

 

8. Ask for specific examples if the interviewee makes a general statement and you need to know more. 
Say something similar to, "I don't understand. Could you explain that in more detail?"  
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Original Coca-Cola / LOC Resources 

(In the Event of Lack of Internet Access On Lesson Day) 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/indsthst.html 

 

Originally published in Beverage Industry 87, no. 6 (June 1996): 16(2).  

Bottling Industry magazine hit the streets in 1946--at the height of the post-war American recovery. The magazine's 

mission was to report on soft drink marketing and technology. The industry has grown tremendously since then, and 

we've grown right along with it. Bottling Industry changed its name to Soft Drink Industry during the late 1960s. It 

graduated to Beverage Industry, with full beverage industry coverage, in the early 1970s. Name changes aside, we 

still remain committed to delivering the beverage news you need to compete in the dynamic beverage industry. 

There was much to report--good and bad--during the 1940s. World War II (1940-45), the War to End all Wars, had 

just ended, and America was on a full-throttle push for economic recovery. 

It was a period of dramatic transition as Americans ached to put the war behind them and celebrate peace. 

Even with the recovery well underway, the soft drink industry continued to feel the effects of the devastating war. 

Inconveniences were still part of the picture, as large manufacturing during the war years was solely for the war 

effort. But soon more automobiles were on the road, and products were once again making their way to store 

shelves. 

Like other American industries, the beverage industry reflected the push for economic recovery in a fervor of fresh 

thinking and entrepreneurial businesses. 

Sugar was still under the control of the Supplies Priorities and Allocation Board and the Office of Production 

Management within the Office for Emergency Management, set up during World War II. 

But veterans were given the unique incentive of a fifty-thousand-pound allocation of sugar for opening a bottling 

plant. As a result, the soft drink industry saw an unprecedented surge in the construction of plants that lasted 

throughout the late 1940s. 

Sugar controls ended in 1947, and although meeting demand continued to be a problem, the soft drink industry was 

on the road to recovery. 

Other woes that plagued our industry continue to crop up to this day. Long a tax target of states anxious to pay for 

constituent-friendly programs, the soft drink industry battled daily to keep proposals at bay. In 1947 alone, eighteen 

http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/indsthst.html
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legislatures considered soft drink taxes, most using South Carolina's twenty-six-year-old tax as a model. Of the 

eighteen, only Pennsylvania passed a tax--of 20 percent. It was eliminated four years later, but was cited as the cause 

of more than $12 million in lost sales in its first year. 

During the war, the soft drink industry found itself in the spotlight of bad press as an unhealthy beverage. In the late 

1940s, the industry, under the leadership of the American Bottlers of Carbonated Beverages--predecessor to the 

National Soft Drink Association--banded together to fight it off, with campaigns that focused heavily on the purity 

and quality of soft drinks. 

Vending took a giant leap forward in the late 1940s. Prior to the war, vending machines were considered suitable 

only for the work place. But during the war, 1940-45, they were added to military installations. Bottlers saw the 

tremendous potential for vending machines, and after the war, they started popping up at industry plants, garages, 

supermarkets and other retail outlets. 

  

"The Fabulous 1950s." 

Originally published in Beverage Industry 87, no. 6 (June 1996): 16(2).  

Television, with its grainy picture and rabbit ears, had a greater impact on American culture during the 1950s than 

such newsmakers as the Cold War, rock ’n’ roll and the polio vaccine.  

Not only did the new medium bring news and trends into American homes faster than any other method, its novelty 

had the same pull on consumers that magnets have on steel cans. It didn't take long for savvy marketers to advertise 

their wares over the airwaves. 

As early as 1951, Coca-Cola Bottling Co. sponsored television programs, including the Bob Dixon Show and The 

Adventures of Kit Carson. Ocean Spray debuted its first TV commercials in 1952. And looking ahead to the next 

decade, Bottling Industry magazine asked its readers: "What dress will your product wear when color television is a 

household commodity?" 

Just as the beverage industry--as well as the rest of the country--had put the hardships of World War II behind it, the 

Korean War broke out. While the soft drink industry was better prepared for supply management, the Korean War 

further pinched already low sugar reserves, and aluminum supplies were depleted by 35 percent for rearmament. 

On the sunny side, manufacturing was in its fresh, post-war phase, and heavy emphasis was placed on doing more, 

better and faster than ever to keep up with--and in many instances create--consumer demand. 

By 1955, the soft drink industry was making a "socko" comeback after a few mediocre sales years. Volume nationally 

rose between 10 and 15 percent, compared to a loss of 0.01 percent in 1954, and a 4 percent gain in 1953. Dollar 

volume was up $100 million, with total dollar volume at $1.2 billion, another record. 
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Per capita drink consumption was approximately 163 bottles in the early part of the decade. More than twenty-eight 

billion bottles of soft drinks were sold in 1954.  

Schools had yet to allow soft drinks, but marketers were right there when the afternoon bell rang, with premiums, 

samplings, soft drinks and advertising for school programs. 

Supermarkets accounted for 53 percent of the nation's grocery business by the mid-1950s, replacing Mom-and-Pop 

stores as the dominant retail outlet. Bottled soft drinks ranked as one of the top profit producers in food stores, 

giving them an approximate return of 280 percent on inventory investment, better than five times as much as the 

average of all other items carried by grocers! 

Bottlers and brewers pushed for a beverage department in all food stores. Cost-pressed operators, with an eye on 

the hefty return from soft drinks, gladly complied. 

"Swingin' '60s." 

Originally published in Beverage Industry 87, no. 6 (June 1996): 26(3). 

Soft drinks were part of the major movements of the 1960s, including civil rights, Vietnam and flower children. It was 

also during the 1960s that what people did with their soft drink containers--as well as other refuse--started to 

matter. 

The beverage industry was at the forefront of the crusade against litter. Keep America Beautiful Inc., a group formed 

by trade associations representing glass, paper and can manufacturers, and brewers, was formed in 1963. There was 

a lot to pick up. 

One-and-a-half billion cases of soft drinks were produced in 1963, with a retail value of $2.1 billion, according to a 

U.S. Bureau of Census report, issued by the U.S. Department of Commerce--a gain of 41 percent over the total in the 

1958 census. 

In the canned soft drink field, the report listed production of 65.7 million cases for 1963--or a 10.9 percent share of 

the soft drink packaging market, compared to 18.6 million cases in 1958. A further breakdown showed canned 

dietetic products accounting for 9 million cases. 

Cans were in the spotlight as much for their growing part in the soft drink industry as for new developments. Can 

openers started to fade from the scene in the mid-1960s with the introduction of American Can's easy-open "Touch 

'n Go," ring tab, all-aluminum end can. 

American Can Co. also developed a tin-free can, manufactured completely of steel. The can was first produced in 

1966 for beer containers, with other beverages following. 

Cans gained a foothold in vending during the 1960s. In 1963, cans accounted for only 3 percent of vending sales. By 

1964 it increased to 14 percent, and in 1965, it was about 22 percent. 
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Low-calorie soft drinks turned the corner during the 1960s, becoming a formidable and lasting part of the category. 

A survey published in Seventeen magazine indicated that low-calorie soft drinks were more popular with the 

country's twelve million teenage girls than coffee, tea or fruit drinks. 

"Sipping in the 70s." 

Originally published in Beverage Industry 87, no. 6 (June 1996): 30(3). 

With avocado and harvest gold kitchens, simulated wood paneling family/"rec" rooms, Watergate and bell bottoms, 

it may be safe to say the 1970s wasn't the most tasteful of decades. But that doesn't include soft drinks, which Soft 

Drink Industry magazine indicated were well on their way to becoming America's No. 1 beverage choice. 

Carbonated beverages had been No. 2 behind coffee since 1967, but were closing the gap and would be the No. 1 

beverage choice by 1977. Other top beverage picks were milk, at No. 3, followed by beer, tea, juices, and distilled 

spirits. 

It took awhile, but after the cyclamate ban of late 1969, the fizz returned to diet soft drinks by 1975, when sales had 

almost completely recovered to their 1969 peak. 

Although aspartame--at two hundred times the sweetness of sugar--was developed by G. D. Searle during the 1970s, 

it was still years away from being added to soft drinks. 

With cyclamates banned, saccharin remained as just about the only nonnutritive sweetener choice. Pepsi-Cola 

launched Pepsi-Light, which consisted of a combination of both artificial and nutritive sweeteners (with lemon), 

formulated according to FDA regulations governing saccharin. It was sold and advertised as a "calorie reduced" soft 

drink rather than a "diet" beverage. Pepsi-Light's light went out in the '80s when aspartame was approved for soft 

drinks. 

The introduction of high fructose corn syrup (HFCS) as a sweetening agent and partial replacement for sucrose in soft 

drinks was the big ingredient news of 1974. The launch of HFCS was fortuitous, as it hit the market just as sugar 

prices eroded. Sugar was selling at roughly $37.40 per hundred weight, while HFCS sold for about $20 per hundred 

weight. 

As if the federal government didn't have enough to worry about with Watergate during the 1970s, it set out to 

further muddle the American psyche by heavily scrutinizing soft drink ingredients, particularly artificial sweeteners 

and food colors. 

Saccharin and caffeine both came under fire by the FDA, but findings proved inconclusive and threatened bans were 

dropped. The use of food coloring FD&C Red No. 2 was restricted in 1971 to small doses, and only when a substitute 

could not be found. It was banned in 1976. 
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As with other segments of the marketplace, the soft drink industry was hurt by the economic depression of the 

1970s. Ingredient and production costs for soft drinks rose to an all-time high, and U.S. per capita consumption of 

soft drinks dropped off for the first time in thirteen years in 1974, though only a minuscule 0.9 percent (to 31.6 

gallons per capita). 

Sales of private label soft drinks peaked in 1972 but slowly drifted downward for the remainder of the decade. 

National brands fought back fast and furious with value-packaging in returnable containers at or below private label 

price levels in non-returnable packages. Packaging innovations were also utilized by brand marketers, including one-

piece aluminum cans, six- and eight-packs, twelve-pack cartons, sixteen-ounce twist cap bottles, and forty-eight- and 

sixty-four-ounce plastic containers. 

"Energetic '80s." 

Originally published in Beverage Industry 87, no. 6 (June 1996): 36(3). 

Among other things, the 1980s have been described as a decade of extremes. Our politics ran the gamut from Jimmy 

Carter to Ronald Reagan, and the American diet could be summed up as Big Macs washed down with Diet Coke. 

There's no disputing the high drama of beverages during our last full decade, as aspartame became the sweetener of 

choice and water became a hip-and-healthy packaged good. 

The bottled water industry was considered the fastest growing facet of the beverage industry in 1980, with sales at 

$443 million in 1980, up 93 percent from 1976. 

The soft drink industry continued to make modest gains throughout the 1980s. By 1980, per capita consumption was 

39.6 gallons. The industry had a total wholesale value of $17.7 billion, on sales of more than 3.8 million cases (a 288-

ounce case). 

The soft drink of the decade was New Coke, Coca-Cola's attempt to stop market share erosion of its flagship brand. 

The new cola had a "smoother" taste and was available in most markets by May 1985. By August, sagging sales and 

consumer complaints were enough to convince the company to bring back original Coke, now called Coca-Cola 

Classic. 

All soft drinks--branded and private label alike--were affected by the approval of aspartame in soft drinks. 

Aspartame was approved for soft drinks in the summer of 1983. By the end of 1984, sales of the sweetener were 

already $585 million, and reached $800 million by the end of 1985. 

Soft drink marketers were anxious to reformulate their diet offerings with the new sweetener. Monsanto gave it an 

extra marketing edge when it began marketing aspartame under the NutraSweet brand and created a little red swirl 

to identify it. 
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By the mid-'80s, artificial sweeteners had pushed sugar out of the limelight, lowering its share to just under 59 

percent of the sweetener market. During the early '80s, sales of high fructose corn syrup grew annually by 33 

percent, with total U.S. consumption estimated at 4 million tons. 

Top 10 drinks in 1980 

MIL % MARKET 

BRAND  CASES SHARE 

Coca-Cola  1,425 24.3% 

Pepsi-Cola 1,056 18.0% 

Dr Pepper 323  5.5% 

Seven-Up 317 5.4% 

Tab  188  3.2% 

Sprite 171 2.9% 

Mountain Dew 169  2.9% 

Royal Crown Cola 163  2.8% 

Diet Pepsi 154  2.6% 

Sugar Free Dr Pepper 69.1 1.2% 

Total  4035.1  68.8% 

 

"New Age '90s." 

Originally published in Beverage Industry 87, no. 6 (June 1996): 39(4). 
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New age beverages accurately mirror the culture in the politically correct '90s. Not only do they reflect a healthy 

lifestyle, they don't offend anyone. In addition to the healthful aspects, new age beverages are characterized as being 

relatively new to the marketplace and are free of artificial ingredients, flavors and preservatives. 

Beverages fitting into the category include waters, all-natural beverages such as teas and sodas, and juice-based 

sparkling waters and drinks. 

Sparkling juice drinks saw the most dramatic growth at the outset of the decade, with 1990 sales estimated at $115 

million, led by Sundance Natural Juice Sparkler. 

Other brands soon followed, and juice drinks--although now leaning heavily toward non-carbonated new product 

entrants--still enjoy annual growth of more than 10 percent. 

Despite heavy attacks from Coca-Cola's PowerAde and Pepsi's All Sport, Quaker Oats' Gatorade brand continues to 

hold about 80 percent of the sports drink market. 

Today's sports drinks are being further fortified with vitamins and other antioxidants in an effort to separate 

themselves from the salty, water-based isotonics of yesteryear. 

Sales of good-for-you beverages grew at a 14.2 percent pace last year to become a $620 million business. 

During the last 10 years, bottled water has averaged 13.6 percent annual growth. 

This despite the recall woes experienced by Perrier in 1990. The French bottled water concern controlled 80 percent 

of the U.S. import business in 1989. But random sampling of Perrier in early 1990 in North Carolina turned up traces 

of benzene. 

Perrier acted quickly, recalling its entire stock worldwide, more than 72 million bottles in the U.S. alone. But the 

company has never regained its dominant position in the U.S. bottled water market. 

Other marketers tapped into Perrier's misfortunes, and bottled water has become one of the largest beverage battle 

grounds of the 1990s. 
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The D'Arcy Era, 1950-1956 

The first television ad created for The Coca-Cola Company was produced in conjunction with a television special 

featuring Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy on Thanksgiving Day, 1950. The sponsorship of this program and its 

advertising were both by the D'Arcy Agency of St. Louis. D'Arcy had been the advertising agency for The Coca-Cola 

Company since 1906, when William C. D'Arcy persuaded Coca-Cola to begin a newspaper campaign. From that 

modest beginning developed a fifty-year relationship. For much of that time, Arthur (Archie) Lee was the creative 

chief at D'Arcy who oversaw the account and created such memorable slogans for Coca-Cola as "the pause that 

refreshes." 

Television advertising was initially an experimental medium for The Coca-Cola Company and D'Arcy. Both struggled 

to develop a strategy to reach consumers effectively at a time when few cities had television stations. One approach 

was through sponsored programs that offered the opportunity for The Coca-Cola Company to expand relationships 

with performers from its radio programming. The initial Edgar Bergen special was quickly followed by sponsorship of 

Walt Disney's television premiere on Christmas Day, 1950, One Hour in Wonderland, and the next three years saw 

Coca-Cola sponsor the Western genre program The Adventures of Kit Carson and Coke Time with Eddie Fisher, a 

variety program. 

Nevertheless, Coca-Cola struggled with television advertising. In 1953, an internal memo in the company's 

Advertising Department begged for time to develop a strategy to reach consumers through the new medium, and 

D'Arcy had difficulty developing effective advertising outside of the sponsored programming.  

In that same year, 1953, D'Arcy developed three basic types of television ads. In one type, The Coca-Cola Company 

offered station-identification slides that aired for up to twenty seconds. These generally featured a piece of 

advertising art with the station call letters, accompanied by a voice-over announcement. D'Arcy also created its first 

live-action motion-picture films, in twenty-second and one-minute versions. The twenty-second spots featured in this 

online collection were made in what D'Arcy described as "stop motion" technique, in which "the objects shown in 

each one (bottles, sandwiches, a telephone, a typewriter, etc.) move and perform action by themselves without the 

presence of live actors. The result is a series of fresh and novel spots sure to attract a lot of attention and interest."  

From D'Arcy to McCann, 1956-1969 

D'Arcy was a highly regarded print advertising agency, but its struggles to incorporate new media, coupled with the 

deaths of William D'Arcy and Archie Lee by 1950, led The Coca-Cola Company to search for new talent. In 1956 the 

company's advertising account was transferred to McCann-Erickson. D'Arcy closed and commemorated its fifty years 

of work with Coca-Cola in a print ad that appeared in the Wall Street Journal on April 2, 1956. 

McCann launched two campaigns during the 1950s, "The Sign of Good Taste" and "Be Really Refreshed". Both used 

television to the fullest with a variety of advertising formats including animation, stop motion, and live-action ads 

featuring such performers as the McGuire Sisters, Connie Francis, Emmett Kelly, Anita Bryant, and the Brothers Four.  

The number of ads and their production values rose dramatically from 1956 to 1963. In 1963, McCann hit its stride 

with a campaign that proved to have worldwide appeal, "Things Go Better with Coke." The words and music for the 
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slogan at the heart of the campaign were written by McCann's creative director, Bill Backer, and performed by the 

popular folk-revival group the Limelighters. By design, the words also translated readily into almost any language, 

allowing the slogan to travel the world. 

McCann also began experimenting with a new television 

technology, color advertising. Uncertain about how to show 

the product in the best way possible, McCann-Erickson 

commissioned a reel of experimental film that depicted 

Coca-Cola in bottles, glasses, and cans in a variety of settings 

and lighting arrangements. The knowledge gained from that 

experiment made possible the first color television ad for The 

Coca-Cola Company, distributed to the bottling system on 

June 15, 1964. Called "Refrigerator-Man," the spot echoed 

the experimental footage in this online collection. 

Throughout the 1960s, advertising for Coca-Cola on both 

radio and television reflected the changing forces in society. 

The "Things Go Better with Coke" campaign was adapted to 

the youth market by allowing a number of popular-music 

artists to modify and perform the song. Radio commercials 

were also recorded by the Supremes, Jay and the Americans, the Moody Blues, Jan and Dean, Roy Orbison, Petula 

Clark, and (on both television and radio) Ray Charles. The decade ended with what was perhaps the most successful 

television ad campaign for Coca-Cola, the so-called "Hilltop" commercial featuring the song "I'd Like to Buy the World 

a Coke." 

 

 

Look Up, America 

During the mid-1970s, the political uncertainty in the United States stemming from Watergate and the resignation of 

President Richard Nixon presented a new creative challenge to The Coca-Cola Company's advertisers. Their solution: 

as the nation questioned its direction, Coca-Cola would remind Americans of their country's positive values in the 

"Look Up, America" campaign.  

The commercials showed what were considered to be typically American scenes, from football players to a cattle 

herder to country-and-Western singers. An announcer talked of the land "from sea to shining sea," explaining, "no 

matter what you're doing or where you are, look up for the real things" such as Coca-Cola. The strategy's success may 

be gauged by the fact that in December 1974 Advertising Age magazine named Donald R. Keough, president of The 

Coca-Cola Company's U.S. group, Adman of the Year, noting his representation of "a company which over the years 

has so successfully keyed its advertising to the mood of society."  

 
 

"Refrigerator-Man"  
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"Look Up, America" made a transition to a timely, upbeat new campaign, a celebration of the country's bicentennial 

in 1976.  

Coke Adds Life and Mean Joe Greene 

In May 1976, The Coca-Cola Company introduced a new Coke ad campaign, touting the brand as the soft drink for all 

occasions. Aimed at the young and young-at-heart, the new campaign, "Coke Adds Life to …," was designed to show 

viewers that Coca-Cola added simple enjoyment to life.  

The campaign itself was hardly simple. Development of "Coke Adds Life to …" began in 1973 with consumer research 

studies and lasted three years. The campaign's creative team came up with nearly a hundred copy lines, different 

ways of conveying what they wished to communicate as the basic promise of Coca-Cola. The group then talked to 

young people to get their reaction to the lines. The researchers from Coca-Cola and McCann-Erickson found that the 

lines "Coke adds a little life" or "Coke adds life" resonated with the public.  

"Coke Adds Life" emphasized refreshment and tried to show Coke as the perfect accompaniment to food, fun, and 

leisure. The campaign highlighted the soft drink's role in many situations common to consumers around the globe, 

and the campaign's theme was adapted to appeal to a worldwide audience. While Coca-Cola often produced 

advertising in the United States that was adapted for international use, in 1978 the company adapted two overseas 

"Coke Adds Life" spots—from Italy and Brazil—for U.S. audiences. The Italian ad, "Flirting," follows the attempts of a 

young man to meet the one who will be his special girl. The viewer also sees the romantic pursuits of others both 

young and old. The message is that Coke helps pave the way to romance.  

After "Coke Adds Life," the stage was set for a new advertising campaign for Coca-Cola, 

"Have a Coke and a Smile," which further emphasized the reliability and reward in drinking 

Coca-Cola. The new campaign was announced in commercials featuring Bob Hope and Bill 

Cosby, who explained the idea of "Have a Coke and a Smile" and encouraged viewers to 

watch for the new advertising.  

The campaign centered around a single melody and one set of lyrics. For television, the 

music served as a background for dozens of vignettes featuring people from many walks 

of life drinking Coca-Cola while working or relaxing. One such ad, released on October 1, 

1979, became one of the most famous Coke commercials, captivating audiences almost as 

much as had the "Hilltop" commercial eight years earlier. Written by Penny Hawkey, 

produced by Jean-Claude Kaufman, with art direction by Roger Mosconi and direction by 

Lee Lacy, the commercial known as "Mean Joe Greene" featured the defensive lineman of 

that nickname from the Pittsburgh Steelers professional football team and a twelve-year-old boy, Tommy Okon.  

The casting of this ad was integral to its success. While The Coca-Cola Company had suggested Roger Staubach, the 

popular quarterback of the Dallas Cowboys, McCann opted to use the "Mean"-looking Steeler player instead. The ad 

was filmed over three days in May 1979 at a stadium in New Rochelle, New York, with Joe Greene and Tommy Okon 

performing countless retakes and Greene consuming eighteen 16-ounce bottles of Coca-Cola the final day alone. 

 

Coke Adds Life 
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The ad proved to be immensely popular, sparking a surge of letters to The Coca-Cola Company. It won the 1979 CLIO 

award in the world's largest advertising awards competition, and Greene took home the award for best actor in the 

same contest. The Coca-Cola Company followed up with a promotion to "win the shirt off my back," distributing 

thousands of replica jerseys to winning entrants. It also adapted the ad's concept to other parts of the world: Brazil, 

Argentina, and Thailand all produced versions of the commercial following the same plot line but featuring renowned 

football (soccer) players from each country, such as national soccer champion Niwat in Thailand. 

"Mean Joe Greene" concluded its life as a made-for-TV movie that aired on NBC-TV on November 8, 1981. Joe 

Greene starred in the movie, but the part of the young boy was played by Henry Thomas, who later went on to star in 

E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrial. The movie recreated the ad and told the story of what happened after the ad ended.  

Coke is It! and New Coke  

In early 1982, Coca-Cola launched a new ad campaign, "Coke Is It!," with an emphasis on the product's qualities of 

taste and refreshment. The direct, positive statement "Coke Is It!" was meant to appeal to the forthright mood of 

Americans in the 1980s. "Coke Is It!" played on themes of previous ad campaigns, stressing the quality, the 

enjoyment, and especially the anticipation of drinking a Coca-Cola.  

Ironically, the introduction of "new Coke" demonstrated in unexpected ways that after ninety-nine years, Coke had 

indeed become part of the tapestry of American life. When The Coca-Cola Company introduced a new taste for Coke 

in North America in 1985, television advertising helped launch it. The public, however, demanded the return of the 

traditional drink, so vehemently that the company was obliged to bring it back–renamed as "Coca-Cola classic."  

Two Tastes and Two Campaigns 

With both the new Coke and Coca-Cola classic in the marketplace, The Coca-Cola Company needed two distinct ad 

campaigns. Introduced in 1986, the "Catch the Wave" campaign for the new taste of Coke strove to be youthful, 

leading-edge, and competitive. For Coca-Cola classic, the "Red, White and You" campaign emphasized that drink's 

broad appeal and the emotional attachment it generated. At the same time, it attempted to celebrate contemporary 

American lifestyles and a modern American spirit. The campaign was aimed at an extremely broad audience: all soft 

drink consumers age twelve and up, with an emphasis on the 18-to-34 age group. In surveys at the time, seventy-five 

percent of respondents said they considered Coca-Cola classic a symbol of America. The "Red, White and You" theme 

was a natural consequence. 

The campaign was created by the New York-based ad agency SSC&B Lintas. 

SSC&B went to unusual shooting locations to produce four TV spots: "Rhythm and Blues," "Young Rock," "Big City 

Lights/Jazz," and "Small Town/Country." The shoots captured a mix of recognizable landmarks such as the Golden 

Gate Bridge and the Coca-Cola neon sign in New York's Times Square. The accompanying vignettes included Olympic 

gold medalist Valerie Brisco-Hooks, a glimpse of the Winter Garden Theatre set of the Broadway musical Cats, and 

early-morning neighborhood newspaper deliveries set against the San Francisco skyline. The casting for the ads was 

also unusual: along with traditional professional casting for actors and actresses, producers sought ordinary people 
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playing everyday roles. The choreographer, for example, toured Southern California night spots looking for talented 

dancers. 

The "Catch the Wave" campaign for new Coke, created by McCann-Erickson New York, aimed to connect with an 

emerging youth-oriented target audience. The contemporary nature of "Catch the Wave" sent what its creators 

hoped was a clear message: to drink the "in" taste, to identify with the "in" image, drink Coca-Cola.  

Accordingly, to appeal to America's youth, The Coca-Cola Company enlisted an unusual "spokesman": Max 

Headroom, a computerized character with a synthesized voice. Headroom, created by London video producers Rocky 

Morton and Annabel Jankel, was originally intended for use in music videos. Actor Matt Frewer played the role and 

helped Headroom earn his status as a new-wave hero.  

The Coke ad featuring Headroom was selected as the top commercial campaign of 1986 by Video Storyboard Tests, 

Inc. of New York. Headroom was so popular with the public that the Coca-Cola Atlanta Consumer Information Center 

received more calls about the character than it had for any previous Coca-Cola advertising campaign. Most callers 

wanted Headroom posters and buttons. Some asked about his background. And a few wanted to know if he had a 

girlfriend. Max Headroom returned in 1987 to star as spokesman in new "Catch the Wave" commercials for Coke, as 

well as a pair of "Coke Pop Quiz" ads. One ad, "He's So Hip," featured Headroom with basketball great Michael 

Jordan. 

1988 saw a new advertising campaign, "Can't Beat the Feeling," which aimed to show Coca-Cola as an integral and 

natural part of people's lives in everything from family to youthful fun to a first date. The ads featured upbeat music 

and played on broadly appealing themes such as music, love and family. The campaign was launched in nearly one 

hundred countries, marking the first ad campaign for Coca-Cola outside North America in six years. 

Playing with Polar Bears 

In 1993, The Coca-Cola Company made a dramatic shift in its advertising by introducing the "Always Coca-Cola" 

campaign, by Creative Artists Agency and later Edge Creative. The campaign was a diverse one, with an initial run of 

twenty-seven commercials designed to appeal to specific audiences. The ads ran around the world and included a 

variety of innovative technical approaches, such as computer animation. One such commercial, "Northern Lights," 

introduced what would become one of the most popular symbols of Coca-Cola advertising: the animated polar bear.  

When asked to develop an innovative commercial for Coca-Cola, creator and freelance writer/director Ken Stewart 

thought about drinking Coke at the movies. Mr. Stewart thought his yellow Labrador Retriever resembled a polar 

bear when it was a puppy and thought about how polar bears would go to the movies. Mr. Stewart brought the two 

concepts together in the commercial, "Northern Lights," which depicts a magical place where polar bears watch 

"movies" (the aurora borealis) and drink from bottles of Coca-Cola.  

Mr. Stewart enlisted the help of animation company Rhythm & Hues to bring the bears to life. With advanced 

computers and state-of-the-art graphic programs, each ad required some twelve weeks to produce from beginning to 

end.  
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As with all television commercials, the process began with storyboards, which were illustrated by Eugene Yelchin 

from Mr. StewartÕs script. The storyboards divided the commercial's "story" into a series of scenes to fit the required 

thirty-second time slot. Next, Mr. Stwewart and Rhythm & Hues did pencil sketches to show how the polar bears 

would appear in each scene. These sketches were then refined, with detail and background added. 

To get a better idea of how bears move their heads, bodies, and limbs, Mr. Stewart and 

the animators studied films and photographs of actual polar bears. Then, models of a 

bear were sculpted from clay. The models were transferred into three-dimensional 

images and stored as advanced computer graphics by creating a grid of vertical and 

horizontal lines on the bear image. Using a stylus connected to a computer, an animator 

plotted the points along the bear's head until an image of the model appeared on the 

computer screen. Once the image was refined and loaded into memory, the bear could 

be "moved," allowing it to walk, run, ski, or ice skate, as animators plotted its course on 

the computer. The bear's torso, head, and limbs had to be manipulated separately 

because unlike its real-life counterpart the computer-generated bear was not formed in 

one piece. Animators also finished creating the bear's fine motor movements during this 

stage of production. 

Once the basic movements were completed, the rest of the picture was refined. Additional elements that were not 

computer-generated—such as a Coca-Cola bottle—had been scanned and stored in the computer and were added at 

this point. The bear's fur was added, its eyes were completed, the scenic background was "painted in," and the 

lighting details—intricate lighting complete with reflection and shadows—were fine-tuned.  

While the animation was in production, Mr. Stewart worked with Glenn Rueger at Outside Music to compose original 

music, and created sound effects with Weddington Productions. In order to maintain the magical and ethereal quality 

of the world of the bears, Mr. Stewart chose to keep the music to a minimum. He used the synthesized music as a 

source of punctuation only, and kept the bears dialogue-free, except for the notable "oohs," "ahs" and grunts which 

Mr. Stewart created on a sound stage using his own voice, which was then altered through a computer to make him 

sound like the bears. The music and "dialogue," which were minimal by design, required months of work. 

The polar bear was a considerable success, and went on to star in six commercials for Coca-Cola, including two ads 

for the 1994 Olympic Games in which it slid down a luge and soared off a ski jump. Bear cubs also made their debut 

for Coke in a holiday ad in which the bear family selects its Christmas tree.  

International Approaches at the Millennium 

Numerous other ads in the "Always Coca-Cola" campaign were introduced over the course of the next seven years 

(1993-2000). Appealing to people's enjoyment of the cola taste and the refreshment it provides, the commercials 

used a variety of approaches—humor, music, stories, animation, and even Shakespearean parody—in an effort to 

build on the emotional connection between Coca-Cola and its consumers. 

On the international front, The Coca-Cola Company launched a television commercial in 1998 for the Muslim fasting 

month of Ramadan. Created by McCann-Erickson (Malaysia), the commercial was titled "Charity" and marked the 

 

Always Coca-Cola 
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company's first attempt to have one Ramadan television commercial for its entire worldwide market. In the past, the 

brand's Ramadan commercials had been made by local advertising agencies in each country, but the "Charity" ad ran 

in twenty Islamic countries including Malaysia, Indonesia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, the United Arab Emirates, Turkey, 

Egypt, Lebanon, and Morocco. 

Eight months were required to execute the ad's story line. Initially, representatives from McCann-Erickson and Coca-

Cola researched perceptions, similarities, and dissimilarities in the observance of Ramadan in several major Muslim 

cities. The research showed that the spiritual aspect of Ramadan—the emphasis on the values of love, charity and 

forgiveness—was universal. With this information, McCann senior account director Ahmad Shukri Rifaie came up 

with a simple story of charity and friendship brought to life by a child.  

In the ad, a young boy and his mother bring small gifts to an orphanage: the mother gives a rug and basket of food 

and the boy donates a bottle of Coca-Cola. At the orphanage, the boy plays football with some of the orphans and 

makes friends with them. Later, after the breaking of the fast, the boy scampers back to the orphanage to break 

fast—and share the Coca-Cola—with his new-found friends. The commercial ends with the words "Always in good 

spirit. Always Coca-Cola'' (in Bahasa Malaysia, "Dengan Tulus 

Iklas. Pastinya Coca-Cola"). 

Following the success of this effort, The Coca-Cola Company 

launched an ambitious new international ad campaign in 

January 2000. Using the slogan "Coca-Cola. Enjoy," the 

campaign was designed to appeal to people all over the world 

by persuading them that Coke adds a touch of magic to the 

special moments in their lives. Believing that Coke is one of 

life's most common and affordable pleasures in many 

countries, the company conceived of the new slogan as an 

invitation to consumers throughout the world to enjoy Coca-

Cola and life's simple pleasures. The theme was global, but the 

campaign used local resources in different countries to create 

individual commercials relevant to local tastes and cultures. 

And to unify the campaign with as much flexibility as possible, its creators developed a melody adaptable to a wide 

range of musical styles. Even as the campaign began, there were 140 versions of the tune set to words in forty 

languages. 

The ads in the "Coca-Cola. Enjoy" campaign express its theme by trying to create images showing how Coca-Cola 

adds something special to everyday life. One spot by Leo Burnett USA, called "First Experience," follows a boy 

anticipating what a Coca-Cola will taste like by comparing it to a kiss. The spot was set in a small village outside 

Ouarzazat in a remote part of Morocco. The entire cast was from the village, which has no electricity, no television, 

and no Coca-Cola. The commercial was directed by John Madden, who directed the films Mrs. Brown and 

Shakespeare in Love. 

John Madden also directed "Snowflakes," another spot by Leo Burnett USA. It shows a woman first as a young girl 

twirling in the snow and then as an adult on a beach, enjoying the moment—and a Coca-Cola. The actress playing the 
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young girl is Italian and was cast in Milan, while the woman she grows up to be is played by a Greek actress who was 

cast in Athens. The commercial itself was filmed in two different areas in the Italian Alps and on a stage in Milan.  

 

 


